
 
TECHNOLOGY PAPER 3:  

 

Fuel cells using renewable energy 
sources – a leap to hydrogen economy 

 

Although fuel cells have been around since 1839, it took 120 years until NASA demonstrated some of their potential 
applications in providing power during space flight. Resulting from this success, in the 1960s, industry began to 
recognise the commercial potential of fuel cells, but was confronted with technical barriers and high investment costs; 
fuel cells were not economically competitive in power generation with existing energy technologies. Since then, R&D 
activities in this field have been vivid, and as a result, hundreds of companies around the world are now working 
towards making fuel cell technology pay off.  

The goodness of fuel cells as devices to be employed to transform hydrogen into electricity is spoken about very often. 
Similarly, fuel cells are commonly associated with the term renewable energy. This is not always correct, however, 
cause fuel cells are not a renewable energy source unless the fuel to feed them can not be regarded as renewable. In 
other words, power generation from fuel cells is as clean as is the production of the hydrogen, the fuel of the fuel cell. 
At present, hydrogen used is predominantly “conventional” hydrogen i.e. hydrogen produced from fossil fuels, whilst 
renewable hydrogen plays only a minor role at best 

. 

Description of technology 
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Simplified fuel cell schematic 
(Source: Fuel Cell Handbook) 
 

Basics of functioning 
 
A fuel cell is an electrochemical energy conversion 
device producing electricity, water and heat by using 
fuel and oxygen in the air. If it is hydrogen that is used 
as a fuel, water is the only emission. In principle, a fuel 
cell operates like a battery: this means it converts 
chemical energy into electrical energy through the 
chemical reaction of hydrogen and oxygen. Unlike a 
battery, a fuel cell does not run down or require 
recharging. It will produce energy in the form of 
electricity and heat as long as fuel is supplied. 
 
Pure hydrogen gas is fed to the anode. The process 
strips the hydrogen atoms off their electrons, turning 
them into positively – charged hydrogen ions. The 
positively charged ions pass through an electrolyte to a 
second electrode – the cathode. Meanwhile, the 
negatively charged electrons, which are unable to 
travel through the electrolyte, move to the cathode via 
an external circuit. This movement produces electric 
current. At the cathode, the electrons are brought back 
together with their ions and combined with oxygen 
from the air to produce water. The other by-product is 
waste heat, which in some applications is captured and 
reused. 
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The voltage from one single cell is about 0,7 volts. As 
most applications require much higher voltages than 
this, e.g. effective commercial electric motors operate 
at 200-300 volts, the require voltage is obtained by 
connecting individual fuel cells in series to form a fuel 
cell “stack”. This means, the operating voltage 
increases to 0,7 volts multiplied by the number of cells 
stacked. 
 
Fuel cell types and applications 
 
Fuel cells are named by the electrolyte they employ. 
This determines the kind of chemical reactions that 
take place in the cell, the kind of catalysts required, the 
fuel required and especially the temperature range in 
which the cell operates. These characteristics, in turn, 
affect the applications for which these cells are most 
suitable. Several types of fuel cells under development, 
each with its own advantages, limitations, and potential 
applications. There are five families of fuel cells that 
include polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell 
(PEMFC), the phosphoric acid fuel cell (PAFC), 
alkaline fuel cell (AFC), solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) 
and molten carbonate fuel cell (MCFC). The last two 
fuel cell types mentioned operate at high temperatures 
and the other three are low-temperature fuel cells.  
 
The most dominant fuel cell type is polymer electrolyte 
membrane fuel cell, also known as proton exchange 
membrane fuel cell (PEMFC): more than 70% of all 
the fuel cell applications in use are based on this 
technology. PEMFCs deliver high power density and 
offer the advantages of low weight and volume, 
compared to other fuel cells. PEMFCs use a solid 
polymer as an electrolyte and porous carbon electrodes 
containing a platinum catalyst. They need only 
hydrogen, oxygen from the air, and water to operate. 
PEMFCs are typically fueled with pure hydrogen 
supplied from storage tanks or onboard reformers, and 
used primarily for transportation applications and some 
stationary applications.  
 
Different from other fuel cells, direct methanol fuel cell 
(DMFC), a member of PEMFCs’ family, is powered by 
pure methanol, which is mixed with steam and fed 
directly to the fuel cell anode. DMFCs do not have 
many of the fuel storage problems typical of some fuel 
cells since methanol has a higher energy density than 
hydrogen – though less than gasoline or diesel fuel. 
Methanol is also easier to transport and supply to the 
public using our current infrastructure since it is a 
liquid, like gasoline. DMFC-technology is new 
compared to that of fuel cells powered by pure 
hydrogen, and R&D are around 3-4 years behind that 
of other fuel cell types.  
 
Alkaline fuel cells (AFCs) were the first widely used in 
the U.S. space programme. AFCs use a solution of 

potassium hydroxide in water as the electrolyte and can 
use a variety of non-precious metals as a catalyst at the 
anode and cathode. They have high performance rates 
and are also very efficient. What comes to 
disadvantages of AFCs, is that they are easily poisoned 
by CO2: even the small amount of CO2 in the air can 
affect the cell's operation, making it necessary to purify 
both the hydrogen and oxygen used in the cell.  
 
Phosphoric acid fuel cell (PAFC) have been field 
tested as early as the 1970s and is considered as the 
"first generation" of modern fuel cells. This type of fuel 
cell is typically used for stationary power generation, 
but some PAFCs have been used to power large 
vehicles such as city buses. However, PAFCs are no 
longer produced because of their very high expenses.  
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Alkaline fuel cell 
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Molten carbonate fuel cells (MCFCs) require 
significant time to reach operating temperature and to 
respond to changes in electricity demand, and therefore 
are best suited for the provision of constant power in 
large utility applications. They are not prone to fuels 
containing carbon, but they can even use carbon oxides 
as fuel, which enables the use of fuels containing 
carbon, such as biomass. Unlike AFCs, PAFCs, and 
PEMFCs, MCFCs do not require an external reformer 
to convert more energy-dense fuels to hydrogen. The 
high operating temperature allows MCFCs to use fuels 
directly with a simplified fuel processor, cause they are 
converted to hydrogen within the fuel cell itself by 
internal reforming. 
 
Solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) operate at high 
temperatures, due to which, they can tolerate relatively 
impure fuels and in addition, fuels are reformed 
internally. These characteristics enable the use of a 
variety of fuels. SOFCs relatively simple design 
combined with the significant time required to reach 
operating temperature and to respond to changes in 
electricity demand make them suitable for large to very 
large stationary power applications. 
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Solid oxide fuel cell 
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Comparison of five fuel cell technologies (source: Fuel Cells, Green Power) 

Fuel cell Electrolyte Temperature (oC) Applications Advantages Disadvantages

PEMFC Solid organic polymer poly-
perfluoro-sulfonic acid 60-100

electric utility, 
portable power, 
transportation

Few corrosion & 
management problems*, 
low temperature, quick 
start-up

Requirement for 
expensive catalysts, 
high sensitivity to fuel 
impurities

AFC
Aqueous solution of 
potassium hydroxide 
soaked in matrix

90-100 military utility, 
space

Cathode reaction faster in 
alkaline electrolyte - so 
high performance

Expensive removal of 
CO2 from fuel and air 
systems required

PAFC Liquid phosphoric acid 
soaked in a matrix 175-200 electric utility, 

transportation

Up to 85% efficiency in 
CHP production, impure 
hydrogen as fuel

Pt catalyst, low current 
and power, large 
size/weight

MCFC
Liquid solution of lithium, 
sodium/ potassium 
carbonates, soaked in a 
matrix

600-1000 electric utility High temperature 
advantages**

High temperature 
enhances corrosion 
and breakdown of cell 
components

SOFC
Solid zirkonium oxide to 
which a small amount of 
ytrria is added

600-1000 electric utility
Few corrosion & 
management problems*, 
high temperature 
advantages** 

High temperature 
enhances breakdown 
of cell components

 
 
*Solid electrolyte reduces corrosion and management problems 
**High temperature advantages include higher efficiency, and the flexibility to use more types of fuels and inexpensive 
catalysts as the reactions involving breaking of carbon to carbon bonds in larger hydrocarbon fuels occur much faster as 
the temperature is increased. 
 
Applications 
 
Originally, fuel cells were developed and have long 
been used in the space programme to provide 
electricity and drinking water for the astronauts. 
Instead, the potential terrestrial use of fuel cells ranges 
from small portable devices such as mobile phones and 
laptops, through mobile applications like cars, delivery 
vehicles, buses and ships, to heat and power generators 
in stationary applications in the domestic and industrial 
sector. Future energy systems will also include 
improved conventional energy converters running on 
hydrogen, e.g. internal combustion engines and Stirling 
engines, as well as other energy carrier, like direct heat 
and electricity from renewable energy and biofuels for 
transport. In this paper, stationary applications are of 
greatest interest. 
 
Fuel cells could produce electricity for homes, 
businesses, institutions, and industry through stationary 
power plants, which means that fuel cells would 
operate as units of distributed generation. Sizes range 

from small stationary fuel cells supplying 0.5-5 kW 
(the average one family size house requires about 1-2 
kW) to several megawatts, which is enough to power 
institutions or factories. Larger units are designed as 
stand-alone, grid-independent power sources to provide 
electricity and heat for remote households. 
 
In the case of distributed generation, the potential 
exists to provide generation at the building where the 
power is consumed and also feed excess power back 
into the power grid as well as take power from it. 
Another key advantage of distributed generation is that 
in addition to the higher electricity efficiency, the heat 
produced by the fuel cell can be utilised by the site. 
This is referred to as CHP.  
 
In addition to CHP usage, fuel cells can also be used as 
Auxiliary Power Units (APU) in combination with 
internal combustion engines, or in stationary back-up 
systems when operated with reformers for on-board 
conversion of other fuels.  
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Terrestrial applications for fuel cells can be classified into categories of transportation, stationary 
or portable power users (Source: Hydrogen Energy and Fuel Cells, a vision of our future, summary 
report)  
 
 
Hydrogen as a fuel 
 
Generally, fuel cells use hydrogen as a fuel. It has been 
produced commercially for nearly a century, and today, 
the most cost-effective way to produce commercial 
hydrogen is to harvest it from natural gas via a steam 
reforming process. Other conventional technologies for 
hydrogen production are coal gasification and partial 
oxidiation. Renewable energy sources – photovoltaic 
cells, wind, hydro, geothermal and biomass – are 
increasingly being used to produce electricity. That 
renewable electricity can be used, in a process called 
electrolysis, to split water into hydrogen and oxygen. 
However, it is less than 5% of the total hydrogen 

volume that is produced by water electrolysis, mainly 
used for small-scale applications.  
 
In addition to hydrogen, other renewable fuels such as 
methanol, ethanol and even biomass can be used in fuel 
cells too. However, these fuels must first be 
transformed into hydrogen in reformer device.  
 
Production of renewable hydrogen can be roughly 
divided into three categories, i.e. electrochemical, 
biological and thermochemical processes. Each of 
these can be further subdivided in a large number of 
different technologies and processes, an overview of 
which is presented in the figure below. Currently, each 
of possible pathways is being evaluated in more detail. 
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Overview of possible pathways to produce renewable hydrogen (Source: European fuel cell and 
hydrogen projects 1999-2002) 
 
 
Present level of market penetration 
 
Fuel cells have been tested during a long time in 
Europe. The technology, however, is not yet mature 
and thus not ready for commercialisation. This is due 
to the facts that there is lack of infrastructure for 
hydrogen and the costs of fuel cells remain still too 
high. In other words, fuel cells are in the development 
and demonstration stages.  
 
It should be noticed that not all fuel cell types are at the 
same development stage. The polymer electrolyte 
membrane fuel cells are at a stage closer to 
commercialisation than the rest of the technological 
alternatives. This does not mean there is a clear winner, 
on the contrary, as we have seen before, the different 
technologies are oriented towards different sectors of 
the market. Phosphoric acid fuel cells were also at a 
stage close to commercialisation but manufacturing of 
that technology type came to an end.  
 
It is assumed that fuel cells will be available 
technologies in power and CHP production of 0.2–10.0 
MW size range within the next ten years, while large 

scale fuel cell power plants will not be constructed 
until in the more remote future. And what comes to 
fuel cells using renewables, all significant fuel-cell 
developers will first launch natural gas based products 
to the market.  
 
In Finland, there are ongoing R&D projects on SO and 
PEM fuels cells. In addition, the first PEMFC-based 
micro-CHP application for one-family-house in The 
Northern Countries was took in operation in 2001 in 
Äetsä.  
 
[Contribution from partners] 
 
The main actors and stakeholders in 
the EU  
 
In Finland, research and development of fuel cells is 
increasing. An alternative of special interest to Finland, 
on a longer term, is the use of gasification gas of 
biomass and different wastes in high-temperature cells 
and hybrid fuel cells. The first gasification applications 
will probably employ molten carbonate fuel cells. 
Finnish fuel cell actors from industry sector are 
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Hydrocell with AFC- and Wärtsilä with SOFC-
applications. VTT, Helsinki University of Technology, 
University of Helsinki and Åbo Academi are the main 
organisations doing R&D. Furthermore, Labgas 
Instrument Co is concentrating on the production of 
renewable hydrogen via electrolysis and development 
of PEMFCs – both actions are mainly focused on 
portable applications.  
 
[Contribution from partners] 
 
Assessment of main future market 
possibilities 
 
Fuel cells are modular in design and highly efficient. In 
other words they are ideal for distributed generation. 
Fuel cells will potentially become an alternative choice 
for rural energy needs, i.e. in places where there are no 
existing power grids, where power supply is often 
unreliable, and also in remote locations that are not 
accessible to power lines. In brief, there are potential 
big markets on the dwelling sector lying for small 
stationary fuel cells  
 
The market is keen to see fuel cells at a reasonable 
cost, and good profits should be awaiting those who 
manage to offer this first. But, unless low cost 
production systems for renewable hydrogen will not be 
developed, fuel cells using renewable energy sources 
will not be able to compete on the market with existing 
technologies. 
 
It can be assumed that as the price of fuel cells and 
accompanying appliances continues to plummet with 
new innovations and economies of scale, they will 
become far more broadly available, just as was the case 
with transistor radios, computers and cellular phones. 
 
Research and development gaps  
 
Hydrogen and electricity together represents one of the 
most promising ways to realise sustainable energy, 
whilst fuel cells provide the most efficient conversion 
device for converting hydrogen, and possibly other 
fuels, into electricity. But fuel cells, especially the ones 
using renewables, may have success on the energy 
market only if their performance and benefits are 
higher value than competing technologies. At present, 
costs of harnessing renewable technologies and 
extracting hydrogen are still higher than traditional, 
conventional methods. In short, more R&D resources 
are needed in order to achieve new technological 
breakthroughs and economies of scale to reduce these 
costs.  
 
In addition to reduction of costs, R&D is needed to 
improve the performance and durability of fuel cell 
systems for stationary, transport and portable 

applications to enable them to compete with 
conventional combustion technologies. This will 
include the optimisation and simplification of fuel cell 
subsystems and components as well as testing and 
characterisation protocols. 
 
For hydrogen, one of the important areas in which 
R&D should be concentrated is the clean production.  
This means, the use of RES for electricity production 
that could be used to produce hydrogen by electrolysis 
and the use of synthetic liquid fuels from biomass that 
can be used in fuel cells should to be intensified.  
 
Other important areas for “hydrogen R&D” actions are 
basic materials for electrolysers and fuel processors, 
safety over the complete fuel chain and especially the 
storage of hydrogen. Once produced, hydrogen can be 
stored and used to generate electricity, when needed. In 
terms of making renewable energy economically 
viable, the key element is the storage of the hydrogen. 
When renewable energy sources are harnessed in 
electricity production, the electricity flows 
immediately, and it cannot be generated unless the sun 
is shining or the wind is blowing. Instead, if some of 
the electricity being generated is used to extract 
hydrogen from water via electrolysis, and hydrogen 
can then be stored for later use, society will have 
continuous supply of power. 
 
Examples of existing projects 
 
The PEMFC-based co-generation project in Äetsä is 
the first micro-CHP fuel cell application for one-
family-house in The Northern Countries. The unit was 
taken in operation in 2001 and is co-ordinated by 
PrizzTech Oy. The hydrogen used is produced via oil 
reforming at Finnish Chemicals Äetsä Mills, so this is 
not included to “fuel cells using renewables” category. 
As a result, after three years operation in the autumn 
2003, the conclusion was that the expenses of PEMFC 
are still far too high to be used in micro-CHP 
applications. 
 
Cost-effective application possibilities 
 
Do they exist? Indeed, the barrier to commercialisation 
of fuel cells is too high expences, this means, there do 
not exist any cost-effective applications. 
 
Investigating new application 
possibilities 
 
New application possibilities for fuel cells’ utilisation 
are hybrid solutions. Hybrid fuel cell designs under 
development include fuel cell with gas turbine, fuel cell 
with reciprocating (piston) engine, and designs that 
combine different fuel cell technologies. Hybrid 
systems have been analysed and studied over the past 
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five years in the US, and as a result, it is assumed that 
this combination is capable of providing remarkably 
high efficiencies. This attribute, combined with an 
inherent low level of pollutant emission, suggests that 
hybrid systems are likely to serve as the next 
generation of advanced power generation systems. 
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